December 2016
Dear Parent/Guardian
th

Re: YEAR 12 PHOTOGRAPHY TRIP – Wednesday 18 January 2017
A workshop at the Photographers’ Gallery London and exploring the London Art Fair ‘Photography Focus’
day has been arranged for the Year 12 photography students currently studying A Level Photography. We
strongly recommend that your son/daughter participates in this trip as this is invaluable research that will go
towards the AQA Marking matrix.
They will be met at St Pancras Station at 9:30am
(we will give them further detailed instructions before the day)
Cost: £43 for workshop and entry ticket. Extra will be needed for their transport including all day
tube/travel card.
We expect to dismiss them from the Business Design Centre, London N1 0QH at 3.30pm.
The cost of the day will be £43 per pupil. This will cover the workshop and cost of entrance to the exhibition.
Unfortunately, we are unable to meet these costs from our own funds, and the day will only be able to go
ahead if parents are prepared to make a voluntary contribution of £43 to school funds.
I would be grateful if you could complete the reply slip and return it to me as soon as possible, cheques to be
made payable to Beaumont School. You can send your money or cheque in a sealed envelope with your
son/daughter’s name, form and title of the trip clearly written on it. This should be posted in the appropriate
th
box outside the Finance Office by Monday 9 January 2017. Alternatively you can make payment over the
internet using our online payment system (NB: You must still return the consent slip to school by the
deadline).
Yours sincerely

Miss May
Head of Art and Photography
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------Return to: Box outside Finance Office marked ‘Year 12 Photography Trip’
Student’s Name ……………………………………….………………….

Form …………..………….

I wish my son/daughter to participate in the visit to see the Photography Trip 18
payment of £43.

th

January and enclose

I agree to his/her taking part in the activities described and being allowed to make their own way to and from
the venue. I also consent to any emergency medical treatment, including the use of anaesthetics, necessary
during the course of the journey. I understand that for the school’s insurance policy to cover any pre-existing
medical condition, I must provide a letter from my GP stating my son/daughter is fit to travel.
Emergency contact/medical details. Please tick either box A or B.
A □
I confirm that all details held by the school on the gold form concerning emergency contact
telephone numbers and/or medical conditions affecting my son/daughter are correct, or that I have
already notified the school of any changes.
B □

Please note the following change(s) to the above details, which is/are
□ for this visit only
□ permanent.
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Signed …………………..………………. Father/Mother/Legal Guardian

Date ………………………

